
King Fahd University of Petroleum & Minerals
Department of Mathematics and Statistics

Math 535: Functional Analysis Exam 1, Spring Semester 212

Problem 1: (20 points)
Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space and let U1 and U2 be two sub- spaces of V . Show that
one can write

dim (U1 + U2) = dim U1 + dim U2 � dim (U1 \ U2).

Problem 2:(20 points)
Give an example of a complete metric space and another example for a metric space that is not
complete. Justify your answer.

Problem 3: (30 points)
Let X be a metric space with a dense subset A ⇢ X such that every Cauchy sequence in A con-
verges in X . Prove that X is complete.

Problem 4: (30 points)
Let (X, d) be a complete metric space. Let {fn : X ! X,n = 1, 2, · · · } be a sequence of
contractions with the same constant k and let {f : X ! X} be a contraction with the same
constant k such that f(x) = limn!1 fn(x) for all x 2 X . If the fixed point of f is x⇤ and the fixed
point of fn is x⇤

n for n = 1, 2, · · · , then show that

x⇤ = lim
n!1

x⇤
n.
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Good luck
Manal Alotaibi
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Let V be init mensiona vector space u ill are spacesoff
by a theorm Unu has finite basis29 da gr

Pantof a basis 29,192 ah BaBa Bm Lord dimUg Ktm
andpartof abasis 2911921 du 8 1821 18 forU2 dimly Kan
Then the subspace Uatu is spanned by the vectors

91192193 Ok B Bz m Pm 8,182 it
andthese vectors form an Independentset i.e

2 9 EYBj 248 0

ExittEYjB Err

TEN belonge to Uy As it belong toUs as given In a

Efron Zeid
for certain scalars e cz e becauseof is Independent Gmo fr

Ixidit YjBj 0
and since Zaida da BaBa Pm is also Independent

ti o and y o fi

They 9119219 9k BiBe n Bm K k kn
is a basisfor YtU and hasthedimention Kamen
dimUpdimUz R m Ktn

Kt Mt Ktn
dimcynud dimcu.tk

Therefore

Idimung dimy dimuzdimlyncy



Example of a completemetric space
The metric space R J is complete
where LAN INYI H AYER

By considering aeuchy uenceZXn3inCR.d
we can immediately get an s bounded bytheorem 5.4.3 a
But we know that everybounded sequence of realnumbers
must have convergent subsequence By theorem 34.2
they this Seg must be converges By theorem 5.4.3b

Therefore CRd is complete

Example of not completemetric space
Themetric space Gid is not complete

Consider the sequence 2h such that

Ern represented in decimal system

rn t.a.az an is the largest national number

that satisfy r 2

Thug we obtain the sequence

B 1414
My 14142
8 141421

ftp.rIrn rm o o 0am an
4 Yom

dorm in o as m a

note that denied third nine

by



Zhu is Cauchy Seg
However

ang F Q
Thug the spaceof rational numbers notcomplete

Let Chul be a Cauchy sequence in X
since A dense in X
we can choose a sequence can in A suchthat

fan an o as no

lie choose anGA St Jan and Yn

Given any Ezo I MEIN St
Janan293 and dam 1 4 Amin M So

Scaman I deam Xm damXu a du du
f El 93 93 E

and is candy sequence in A

Can x for some XEX
Given any Ezo I NG IN St

dan ankle and dean x 42 An N
da NS demda dean X

42492 L

which shows that can converges to X

Therefore His complete
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if fast Let go and choose NS.t

Now Anan
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detail feat IlfordFx's
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